
The FDA's Moral and Legal Problem
THE PRODUCT CALLED COVID-19 VACCINE IS REALLY A GENE THERAPY WITH UNREASONABLE RISKS! 

WARNING: FDA failed to consider their own
documents SAFETY warnings about these cell and
gene therapy (CGT) products when FDA recently
denied our citizens petition to stop the shots:

 "When there is no previous human experience with a specific CGT
product or related product, treating several subjects
simultaneously may represent an unreasonable risk. To address
this issue, most first-in-human trials of CGT products include
staggered treatment to limit the number of subjects who might be
exposed to an unanticipated safety risk." 

https://www.fda.gov/media/106369/download 

see: pg 39
https://www.fda.gov/media/161595/download:
“Uncertain how the magnitude of the increase in
antibody response in humans will translate into

effectiveness against COVID-19 outcomes, including
symptomatic and serious disease”

 

FDA absurd EFFICACY argument is
that the EUA authorization is to prevent

covid-19, not to prevent sars-cov-2
infection or transmission!

 
FDA's efficacy position is irrational and illogical:
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Death is a COMMON Adverse
Reaction SAFETY SIGNAL

Scientific teams of experts and artificial intelligence analysis of FDA & CDC data all agree
to determine death is now the #6 most common adverse effect after 30 days of taking
the Pfizer BioNTech covid-19 [non]vaccine biomedical research genome experiment.

Users who report
adverse reactions die 

1.29% #6 effect after 30
days is death

Death Safety
signal is rising!

FDA refuses to accept the data analysis
that death is common by claiming it may

not be their data, but never checked!

https://www.ehealthme.com/vs/pfizer-biontech-covid-vaccine/death/
https://www.ehealthme.com/vaccine/pfizer-biontech-covid-vaccine/side-effects/

Death rose from 1.1% to 1.29% of
reported AE's.  Death rose from #7 to

the #6 effect after 30 days.
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FDA CITIZENS PETITION 
 "FDA-2022-P-2411"

PLEASE COMMENTPLEASE COMMENT
NOW TO STOP THENOW TO STOP THE

SHOTS!SHOTS!
The citizens petition docket number may be changed by January 26, 2023. 

Please go to our website for the link to the proper docket # if the above docket # is closed.
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